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Thf whole layer probably represents the mixture of mud and charcoal 
brought out of the cave on the feet of the inhabit:cnts, for tests carried 
out since the discovery of the cave have sllewn that ,;uch may well 
have happened. 

Only a few sherds of pottery were found, some in the passage, 
and some outside , one of the latter bore :1. form of decoration new 
to this cave (Fig I ). .\t the actual portal of the pass<1ge, leading into 
the cave a small key or latch lifter was found on the floor. This could 
have served as the key of the door to the cave, thouKh no definite 
traces of a door post could bl! found. There was, however,. at this 
point rather a deep pocket of charcoal bf twfen the ston(;s of the 
fl oor. This is the fourth key to be found in th f cave, all of diffen.: nt 
sizes, this specimen being almost of pocket size (Fig. 2). From 
the entrance the "black band" or hearth wa,; traceable upwards 
and outwards in a series of rough steps, five in number. It was 
impossible to say whether or no any of them had been artifically 
placed, but th!'y certainly facilitated egress from the cave. To the 
east, south and west, the hearth was traced to its edge. To the west 
of the entrance it lay at a higher level, and ran over a number of 
large blocks which barred the way into the cave, so that these must 
have been in position when the cave was inhabited in the Early Iron 
Age. Immediately on top of the hearth lay another series of very 
large blocks with finer material on top again . This arrangement 
supports the theory that the cave occupation was abandoned, because 
the entrance was sealed by large falls from the overhanging cliff outside. 

Against the cliff, at the west end of the excavations some very 
large limestone blocks rested on top of the hearth, which was itself 
resting on others poised above the cave in a most precarious manner. 
It was not d('('mc:d advisable to go to the expense and risk of moving 
these upper blocks, as to do so would probably have resulted in the 
sudden collapse of the whole area into the cave to the grave risk 
of the excavators. If, as has been supposed, some of the individuals 
who li ved in the cave were caught by the collapsing cliff face, it is 
under these boulders that their bones would be found. Such bones 
would certainly be smashed in the process of breaking up, and re
moving the material from on top of them, as some of the blocks weighed 
several tons. This then is the only area in which the edge of the 
hearth material has not been traced. 

The hearth material was so barren that it is safe to say that it 
does not r('present an occupation area outside the cave, and that the 
occupation was one of the interior only . Read's Cavern is then 
completely excavated ten years after its discovery. 

FINAL HEPORT or; THE EXC.W.\TIO N 01' 1>IERLIN'S CAVE 

Final Report on the excavations of 

Merlin's Cave. Symonds' Yat 

By C. w. PHILLIPS; :M.A. 

The excavation of Merlin's Cave was completed in 1929, the 
work having been spread over a number of years, because it was 
convenient to have an alternative to King ,\rthur's Cave for work 
in wet weather; the deposit was alread, ' so hopelessly jumbled 
that it could not suffer by delay. Previous r('ports hav!' appeared 
in Proceedings, Vol. 2, Nos. 2 and 3. 

As was soon recognised by Mr. Hew<>r, earlier interferences 
had all but destroyed its scientific value. Not only was most of 
the deposit turned over by iron miners in the early half of the 19th 
century, but it was also dug in the '70s, when human remains, and 
probably much else were removed . A friend of the writer has freely 
admitted disturbing the deposit when he lived nearby . More recently 
a t enant removed large quantities of bones, and the cave was visited 
repeatedly by curio-hunters. A tanged bronze razor (see p . 23) 
was found by a lVlonmouth boy, in whose pos!?ession, we believe, 
it still is . We were permitted to photograph it (Plate 4A). At the 
front of the cave the deposit was a jumbled mass containing the bones 
of Pleistocene rodents, and of domestic animals; Early Bronze Agr , 
Iron Age, Romano-British, and possibly Neolithic and late BronzE' 
Age artefacts. Many of the bones of domestic animals bore traces of 
jointing and other butcher's work. The finds became less and less 
numerous as the distance from the entrance increased, until at the 
back of the cave they disappeared altogether. 

Mr. Hewer 's method of excavation was continued. All the 
disturbed material was removed and examined, most being thrown 
out of the cave, but some dumped in a pit quarried by the miners, 
on the 	right hand side near the entrance. The intact areas thus 

isolated 	were excavated in turn. 

They were as follows: 

I. 	 The lower part of the deposit on the left of the wide part of 
the cave near its mouth . The upper foot or therE'abouts 
had been removed , but the Pleistocene rubble was intact 
and was dug by Mr. Hewer. It was homogeneous and 
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contained the same late Pkistocene fauna throughout; 
its residual depth was about 4 feet. It rested on the cave 
floor. A wall of brokfn rock separated it from the 
miners' trench, which seemed to have been driven through 
a mass of stalagmite-cementC'd boulders formed earlier 
than the rubble; hence the appearance of a waU. A 
part of the rubble has been left in situ.. 

l a. The inner curner of the above region was disturbed only 
superficially, although the stalagmite floor had b(>en 
broken up. The folluwing stratification was recorded 
by Mr. HE'wE'r: Limestone fragwents, I fuut 2 inches. 
Roman-British and E . .I.rly Iron .\ge sand ur silt , 4 inchrs. 
Barren hearth, about I inch, considered at the time to 
be Early Iron Age, as it yielded two fragments of bur
nished ware, containing calcite granules. The reddish 
sherd described, however, is not wheel made. There 
were also half a dozen sherds of coarse dark brown 
ware, and two amber beads, a bone peg, and a driUed 
shell. The coUection might equally well be Neolithic 
or Early Bronze Age ; the sandy, barren layer seems to 
indirate a considerable interval between the hearth and 
the Iron .\ge rubble above. The hearth lay directly 
UPOIl Pkistocene sandy rubble as at I. 

2. 	 Although the st.tla.gmite floor of the Alcove had been broken 
through, a few inches of black earth containing Roman 
and pC'rhap:; La Tene pottery were left. Beneath this 
were trares of a hearth in breccia containing many bones 
(B in '\Ir. Jackson 's report), and the rim form No. II 
(Fig. 3), whirh may be of Iron Age A (HaUstatt) date. 
It ma\' be noted that elsewhere at least an inch of stalag
mite and six inches of breccia, sealed down a Roman pin. 

J. 	 On the right of the cunstriction half way along the caw, 
a numb..:r of iar.ge blucks la.y as they had fallen from 
the roof , J.nd fmmed a rough partition between th(' main 
and lower chambers. They were y[( 'scnt bdure the 
rubble, dated by Pleistocenp rorients began to enter by 
thC' back of the cave and w(~re alreadv suffirif'ntlv weU 
covered with stabgmite to hold most uf that ruhble 
bark frum the' luwer rhamber; hence th E' difkrcnce 
in the floor levels. The ruuf of th,' lower chamber was 
so low as to rfnder uccupation almost impossiblf; it 
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can have been used only as a hiding place. Nearlv all 
the finds made in it lay within three feet of a hole leading 
down from the main chamber, whence they seemed to 
have fallen. Beneath this hole, and at the entrance of 
the chamber- at the end further from the cave mouth
was a considerable mass of black earth and charcoal, 
forming a sort of talus; among it were part of a bronze 
nail-headed pin (Plate 4B, No.6) , the head of another 
large bronze pin (No, I), two broken bone points and a 
rough diamond-shaped bone button (Plate 2, No. 18). 

Further from the entrance of the lower chamber a rough 
stratification became visible. On the surface was a layer 
of red cave earth full of limestone fragments , which 
increased in depth from nothing over the heap of black 
earth to 8 inches near its far end. Below this came an 
inch of black earth, continuous with the heap, which 
contained Roman pottery and a few bones; and below 
again were between 2 and 4 inches of rubble, containing 
many animal bones, coarse hand-made pottery similar 
to some Early Iron Age wares, but quite possibly earlier, 
one of the two hone celtiform implements (Plate 3, 
Nos. 7 and 7A), and a little charcoal. This layer 
was strongly breccia ted, and overlay a much looser 
breccia varying from 3 inches to I foot in thickness. 
In the top of the latter breccia occurrec! the second 
celtiform implement (Plate 3, Nos. 6 and 6A), within 
two feet of the first; many animal bones and some 
similar coarse pottery . Below again, extending down 
to the rock floor, were large stones fallen from the roof, 
leaving many sizeable air spaces between them. 

-1 At the back of the cave a complete section through the 
deposit was preserved . A great boulder precariously 
poised high up hac! to be removed before the' face could 
be examined . 

It consisted of a sandy rubble 10 feet thick, quite simi lar 
to that containing the P leistocene rodents, but brecciated 
firmly and entirely barren. Upon this were from 4 
to 6 inches of loam and limestone fragments, containing 
a few bones of recent rodents and birds, and covered by 
traces of stalagmite. 
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contained the same late Pleistocene fauna throughout; 
its residual depth was about 4 feet. It rested on the cave 
floor. A waIl of broken rock separated it from the 
miners' trench, which seemed to have been driven through 
a mass of stalagmite-cemented boulders formed earlier 
than the rubble; hence the appearance of a wall. A 
part of the rubble has been left in situ. 

1a. The inner corner of the above region was disturbed only 
superficially, although the stalagmite floor had been 
broken up. The following stratification was recorded 
by NIr. Hewer: Limestone fragments, 1 foot 2 inches. 
Roman-British and Early Iron Age sand or silt, 4 inches. 
Barren hearth, about 1 inch, considered at the time to 
be Early Iron Age, as it yielded two fragments of bur
nished ware, containing calcite granules. The reddish 
sherd described, however, is not wheel made. There 
were also half a dozen sherds of coarse dark brown 
ware, and two amber beads, a bone peg, and a drilled 
shell. The collection might equally well be Neolithic 
or Early Bronze Age; the sandy, barren layer seems to 
indicate a considerable interval between the hearth and 
the Iron Age rubble above. The hearth lay directly 
upon ·Pleistocene sandy rubble as at I. 

2. 	 Although the stalagmite floor of the Alcove had been broken 
through , a few inches of black earth containing Roman 
and perhaps La Tene pottery were left. Beneath this 
were traces of a hearth in breccia containing many bones 
(B in NIr. Jackson 's report) , and the rim form No. 11 
(Fig. 3), which may be of Iron Age A (Hallstatt) date. 
It may be noted that elsewhere at least an inch of stalag
mite and six inches of breccia, sealed down a Roman pin. 

3. 	 On the right of the constriction half way along the cave, 
a number of large blocks lay as they had fallen from 
the roof, and formed a rough partition between the main 
and lower chambers. They were present before the 
rubble, dated by Pleistocene rodents began to enter by 
the back of the cave and were already sufficiently well 
covered with stalagmite to hold most of that rubble 
back from the lower chamber; hence the difference 
in the floor levels. The roof of the lower chamber was 
so low as to render occupation almost impossible; it 
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can bave been used only as a biding place. Nearly all 
the finds made in it lay within three feet of a hole leading 
down from the main chamber, whence thf'y seemed to 
have fallen. Beneath this hole, and at thr. entrance of 
the chamber- at the end furth er from thr cavr mouth
was a considerable mass of black earth and charcoal, 
forming a sort of talus ; among it were part of a bronze 
nail -headed pin (Plate 4B, No.6), the head of another 
large bronze pin (No. I), two broken bone points and a 
rough diamond-shaped bone button (Plate 2, No . 18). 

Further from the entrance of the lower chamber a rough 
stratification became visible. On the surface was cl layer 
of red cave earth full of limestone fragments, which 
increased in depth from nothing over the heap ()f black 
earth to 8 inches near its far end. Below this came an 
inch of black earth, continuous with the heap, which 
contained Roman pottery and a few bones; and below 
again were between 2 and 4 inches of rubble, containing 
many animal bones, coarse hand-made pottery similar 
to some Early Iron Age wares, but quite possibly earlier, 
one of the two bone celtiform implements (Plate 3, 
Nos. 7 and 7A), and a little charcoal. This layer 
was strongly brecciated, and overlay a much looser 
breccia varying from 3 inches to I foot in thicknes~. 

In the top of tile la tter breccia occurred the second 
celtiform implement (Plate 3, Nos. 6 and 6A), within 
two feet of the first; many animal bones and somr 
similar coarse pottery. Below again, extending down 
to the rock fl oor, were large stones fallen from the roof, 
leaving many sizeable air spaces between them. 

-I. At the back of the cave a complete section through the 
deposit was preserved. A great boulder precariously 
poised high up had to be removed before the face could 
be examined. 

It consisted of a sandy rubble 10 feet thick , quite similar 
to that containing th e Pleistocene roden b , but brecciated 
firmly and entirely barren. Upon this werE' from 4 
to 6 inches of loam and limes tone fragments , containing 
a few bones of recent rodents and birds, and covered by 
traces of stalagmite. 
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5. 	 The ledge just below the lip of the main chamber. The deposit 
was usually but a few inches in thickness, and much of 
its content was modern, but it contained a few scattered 
human bones, including the mandible of a child of about 
six years old, several fragments of flint, very many bones 
of domestic animals, and a piece of burnt rib, decorated 
with the dot and circle pattern (Plate 2, No. 15) . 

Evidently it would have been well to dig the talus at the foot 
of the cliff, heneath the cave. This was not done because by this time 
it was buried beneath a great pile of sorted material which could 
hardly be moved on the steep slope without damage to a plantation 
of young ash trees growing there. 

FINDS. 
H UMA N REM AI NS. 

Human bones had been found in undisturbed parts of all the 
deposits, save the barren, including the Pleistocene, and in no case 
do they seem to have been buried. The alcove and the lower chamber, 
however, yielded none. The disturbed material contained a fair 
number. Since at I A they were very numerous in the topmost stratum, 
it is probable that the majority of these are Romano-British or Early 
Iron Age. The skull, the impression of which was found in the 
stalagmite at 1A , can hardly be earlier than Roman . 

None present any features of interest, and almost aU are frag- ' 
mentary. Dr. Langford reports that they represent five adults and 
one child of about 6. 

ANIMAL 	REMAINS. 

Bones were very numerous in the disturbed deposits , and in areas 
2, 3, and 5. 

The avian and rodent remains were not so plentiful as before, 
because the later work was carried on outside the rodent rift at the 
left hand side of the cave in areas I and I A , but when submitted to 
the late E. T. Newton, Esg ., F .R.S., the new set of bird bones proved 
to contain 28 species , 19 of which had already been found in the cave, 
while the other 9 were new. The list of the new forms follows, all 
derived from disturbed material. 

Wagtail M otocilla htg11,bris ? Temm. 
House Sparrow Passer domesticus. L. 
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Twite 	 C(!1'(luciis (Linota) jla,·/nst1'is. L. 
Magpie Picn rustica. Scop. ( P. pic"a.) 
GreC'n Woodpecker ... Picn ('Aiecinus) viridis. L. 
Eagle Owl lJ lI iJU If!.1W ,'1!S . Forst. ( , . B1Ibo bibo. L.) 

Eeprrsrnted bv two ne:l.rly perfect 
coracoids. 

\\'ood Pigeon... Cnl'lI'In iJa palm1!iJ!l s. L. 
Black Grouse ... LV1' u1"IIS (Tetrao) t,·trix. L. 
Jack Snipe (;nlh lwgu /!,aUill. /Ik L. 

The great majority of the other hones belonged tu pig', "heep, and 
ox, and undoubtedly representt-d thp. remains of f()()d consumed III 

the cave. Many of the bones had been split for the extraction of 
marrow, and others bore the marks of kni\'es and hatchets. 

Split vertebrce were very common, and in one case a considerable 
part of the split vertebral column of a sheep was capable of re-assembly. 
The presence of such great numbers of sheep bones, and the modern 
appearance of many of them raised a doubt whether some proportion 
at leas.t, might not be the result of surr!'ptitious meals of sheep stealers 
in comparatively recent tim('s. Thr. hill in which the caw is bears 
the name of Mutton Tump. 

Mr. ]. Wilfrid Jackson , D.Se., F, G.~., of the Manchester Museum, 
has kindly examined the animal remains, and supplied a report, 
which set these fears at rest. 

" The animal remains obt:tined in the excavations of Merlin 's 
Cave in September, 1928, consist of numerous limb bones, etc., of 
three domestic animals usrd as food by thf' inhabitants of the cave. 
About 95 per cent. of the bones w('r,· fuund lousr in disturbed material; 
these are indicated by ,\ 1. 

The remainder are dassrd as follows: ,\2, cut and choppp.d 
bones from disturbed material; B, bunes from a brecciated hearth 
on the right hand side of the cave (Area 3) ; and C, bones from a 
breccia in the lower chamber (Area 3). 

The three species represented are the Celtic ox, Celtic sheep, 
and pig. E emains of these were found in all the locations and were 
almost equally numerous, 

Celtic ox . Broken bones occur most abundantlv in material 
from A I and C, and anlong them are several of young animals . 

No skulls, horn-cores, or teeth are present, but the remains in 
general suggest the small Celtic Shorthorn (Bos longif1'n1!S) . 

Celtic Sheep. Among the numerous fragmentar~l limb bonr's 
from A I and C are several slender metacarpals and metatarsals, which 
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5. 	 The ledge just below the lip of the main chamber. The deposit 
was usually but a few inches in thickness, and much of 
its content was modern, but it contained a few scattered 
human bones, including thr mandible of a child of about 
six years old, several fragments of flint, very many bones 
of domestic animals, and a piece of burnt rib , decorated 
with the dot and circle pattern (Plate 2, No. 15). 

Evidently it would have been well to dig the talus at the foot 
of the cliff, beneath the cave. This was not done because by this time 
it was buried beneath a great pile of sorted material which could 
hardly be moved on the steep slope without damage to a plantation 
of young ash trees growing there. 

F INDS. 
HUlA" REM AI NS. 

Human bones had been found in undisturbed parts of all the 
drposits, save the barren, including the Pleis'tocene, and in no case 
du thry seem to have been buried. The alcove and the lower chamber, 
however, yielded none. The disturbed material contained a fair 
number. Since at I A they were very numerous in the topmost stratum, 
it is probable that the majority of these are Romano-British or Early 
Iron Age. The skull, the impression of which was found in the 
stalagmite at I A, can hardly be earlier than Roman. 

i\ one present any features of interest, and almost all are frag- ' 
mentary. Dr. Langford reports that they represent five adults and 
one child of about 6. 

A NIM AL REMAINS. 

Bones were very numerous in th e disturbed deposits, and in areas 
2,3, and 5. 

The avian and rodent remains were not so plentiful as before, 
because the later work was carried on outside the rodent rift at the 
left hand side of the cave in areas I and I A, but when submitted to 
the late E. T. Newton, Esq., F .R.S., the new set of bird bones proved 
to con tain 28 species, 19 of which had already been found in the cave, 
while the other 9 were new. The list of the new forms follows, all 
derived from disturbeJ matrrial. 

Wagtail M atocilla llu!,ubris? Temm. 
House Sparrow P ass,;}' du m<'stic lf.s. L. 
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Twite 	 Cardttelis (Linota) fiav·iustris. L. 
Magpie Pica r'llstica . Scop. ( = P . pica.) 
Green Woodpecker ... Pica (Wecinus) viridis. L. 
Eagle Owl Bubo ignavus. Forst. ( = Bubo bibo. L.) 

Represented by two ne~rly p('rfert 
coracoids. 


\\'ood Pigeon... Colwmba palumbus. L. 

Black Grouse... Lynn'us (Tetrao) tetrix. L. 

Jack Snipe Gallinago gallinula. L. 


The great majority of the other bones belonged to pig, "heep, and 
ox . and unduubtedly represented the remains of food cunsumed in 
thr cavp. :\f~ny of the bones had been split for the f'xtraction uf 
lllarrllW, and others bore the marks of knives and hatchets. 

Split n:rtebrce were very common, and in one case a considrrable 
part of th(' split vertebral column of a sheep was capable of re-assembly. 
Thr pre:sence of such great numbers of sheep bones , and the modern 
apprar:1l1cr uf many of them raised a doubt whether some proportion 
at least, nli~:ht not be the result of surreptitious meals of sheep stealers 
in c" mparatively recent times. The hill in which the caw is bears 
the name of i\{utton Tump. 

Mr. J. Wilfrid Jackson, D.Sc., F.G.S., of the Manchestf'r Museum, 
has kindly examined the animal remains, and supplied a report , 
which set these fears at rest. 

"The animal remains obtained in the excavations of Merlin 's 
Cave in September, 1928, consist of numerous limb bones, etc., of 
three domestic animals used as food by the inhabitants of the cave. 
About 95 per cen t . of the bones were found loose in disturbed material; 
these are indicated by A I . 

The remainder are classed as follows: A2, cut and chopped 
bones from disturbed material; B, bones from a brecciated hearth 
on the right hand side of the cave (Area 3); and C, bones from a 
breccia in the lower chamber (Area 3) . 

The three species represented are the Celtic ox, Celtic sheep, 
and pig. Remains of these wore found in all the loc:l.tions and were 
all!lost equallv numerous. 

Cdtic ox. Broken bone:; occur most abundantly in matf'rial 
from ,\ 1 ami C, and alllong them arr St'vera l of young animals. 

1\0 :;kulls, horn-cores, or teeth J.n· present, hut the rc'mains in 
general suggest the small Celtic Shorthorn (Hos fongi/1'ons). 

Celtic Sheep. Among the numerous fragmentarv limb bonrs 
from A I and C are several slender meiacarpals and metatarsals, which 
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a.gree with tltus~ uSU;1l1\ fuund in pr<,-Roman and Romano-British 
habitation sites. 

Pig . The hon<'s, jaws, and teeth uf this animal :I.re all of the 
domestic \'arict\" and ;j ~n ' l' with pre-Roman <lnd Romano-British 
examples. 

Other bones in the rullection ;J.re : 
Red D( '(' l' ? From A2 an ' two srapula:, and an innominate bone 

(all broken), and from B are an uppL! r chl.:L!k tooth and a cuboid
navicular bone. These are too small for ox, and seem to belong 
to a species of deer, perhaps small red deer. 

Hare. A few fragmentary bones from A I. 
Cat. A right lower jaw with teeth from AI. 
Small Fowl? A solitary bone from AI." 

FISH R D IAI NS. 

A few fish bones were found in the disturbed material, and were 
kindly examined by ]. R. Norman, Esq., of thL! British Museum. 

He reports: "I have now examined the bonl's fro m Symond 's 
Yat, and find that the larger vertebra?, as wdl as the long spine-like 
bones, are those of salmon or trout. Thr "maller vertebrae appear 
to be those of some Cyprinid fish, probably roach or chub." 

This does not give any new species for the C:lve. 

\10LLUSC AN RDI AI~S. 

Many fragments of mussel shell were fo und in all parts of the 
deposit. The more perfect specimens have been identifwd by \llr. 
;\ . S. Kennard , as Unio margaritifer, and he n~markerl that they SL!f'm 
larger than the average modern specimen of the s;J.mL! shell. This 
fresh water mussel still occurs quite c' ,mmonly in the 'vVye, and 
doubtless was used by the inhabitants uf the cave as food. 

IMPLE lIIENTS OF BONE. 

Bone obj ects continued to be found fairly frL!ely in all pa.rts 
of the deposit, and except where the sourcr is given they werr found 
amongst the disturbed material. 

The largest class was a series of bon(' points made from the 
tihice and metatarsals of sheep. It fell into two clearlv distinguished 
groups. 

I. Poi nts made by splitting away part of the shaft of the bone, 
rubbing the edges smooth , and leaving more or less of one of the 
epiphyses as a handle. (Plate 1.) 
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Of th. 'se there were seven whole and eight fragmentary examples. 
None of thelll bore allY signs of further adaptation for use save one, 
which h:tJ a groove cut round the head as though for attachment to 
a line. In must caSL!S the J.rticular end had been left intact, but there 
were several instances where it had been split away equally with the 
shaft of the bunl ·. One (of the smaller points in this class consisted 
of a men ' splinter uf bon.: with the side of the epiphysis alone left. 

2. Points wade by ,;napping or cutting the shaft of the bone 
obliquelv ;J.crnss, ncar one (' nd , and rubbing down the broken end 

to a point. (Plate II .) 
These were less numerous , and yielded only four whole and one 

broken specimen, excluding a number of fragments too incomplete 

for df' termination. 
The type of implement represented by these two groups is so 

simple that its occurrence is inevitable on most prehistoric sites. 
None of the present examples showed any clear signs of having been 
used as lance heads, as did many similar implements of group 2 from 
the GJastonbury Lake Village and All Cannings Cross, some of which 
had been bored vertically through the epiphysis to receive a wooden 
shaft, or an iron pin to attach them thereto. 

It would be difficult to establish any chronological sign ificance 
in such obvious forms, especially as there is no help to be got from 
strat igraphy in this case, but existing evidence seems to point to the 
greater age of the split type of point. Its horizon seems to be Neolithic 
and Bronze Age, while most of the English examples of the rubbed
down point have come from Iron Age sites like All Cannings Cross 
and Glastonbury Lake Village. The split t ype of point, however, 
is nut unknown at thl'sL! sites, and turns up again in the Romano
British dl'pusit of Rvwberrow Cavern, and in a Saxon burial in 
Yorkshire. One vf the split points is waisted (Plate I, No. 9). 

One point is made from a polished rib (Plate I, No.8). One of 
thc. ruubed-d lJwn points is perforated a t the head (Plate 2, No.8). 

If \I.·din 's Cave had been undisturbed when excavated there 
'would h:we been a f;;uod opportunity to procure more evidence for 
the' age of these tyP('s of point, but under the circumstances it is 
iwpos,;ibk to C:1.r.ry the lll atter any further, except that the presence 
(I f a fair amount uf Early Iron Age pottery in disturbed material along 
with the rubl.)t ·d-duwn lJUints make it reasonable to speculate that 
they rda tf' to that pr riud here as elsewhere. 

3. Two hont: cdtiform implements were found close one above 
th L! Oth f' f in the h[f~ccia in the lower chamber. (Plate 3.) 

http:C:1.r.ry
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agree with those usually found in pre-Roman and Romano-British 
habitation sites. 

Pig . The hones , jaws, and teeth of this animal are all of the 
domestic yariet\ ·, and agree with pre-Roman and Romano-British 
examples. 

Other bones in the collection are: 
Red D(·rr:> Fr()m A2 are two scapulce, and an innominate bone 

(all broken), and from B are an upper cheek tooth and a cuboid
navicular bone. These are too small for ox, and "eem to belong 
to a species of deer, perhaps small red deer. 

Hare. A few fragmentary bones from A I. 
Cat. A right lower jaw with teeth from AI. 
Small Fowl? A solitary bone from AI." 

FISH R El'''IAI NS . 

.\. few fish bones were found in the disturbed material, and were 
kindly examined by ]. R. Norman, Esq ., of the British Museum. 

He reports: " I have now examined the bones from Symond's 
Vat, and find that the larger vertebrce , as well as the long spine-like 
bones, are those of salmon or trout. The smaller vertebrce apprar 
to be those of some Cyprinid fish , probablv roach or chub." 

This does not give any new species for the cave. 

:vIOLLUSCAN R B J..\I :\,S. 

Many fragments of mussel shell were found in a ll parts of the 
deposit. The more perfect specimens have been identified by :VIr. 
A. S. Kennard , as Unio margaritifer, and he remarked that they S(;f'm 
larger than tlw av(;[;)gv moch 'rn specimen of the same shell. This 
fresh water mussel still ocrurs quite commonly in the vVye, and 
doubtles:; was usrd by the inh;lbitants of the cave as food. 

IMPLli\ll 'N T:i O} BO NIi. 

B()nt: objrcb rfJntinu"d to be found fairly freely in all parts 
of the d"pusit , and excrpt whrre the source is given they were found 
amongst the disturbed makrial. 

The larg-cst class was :l series of bone points made from the 
ti bice and metatarSJ Is of shrep. It fell into two clearly distinguished 
groups . 

I. Points made b~' splitting away part of the shaft of the bone, 
rubbing the edg~'s ::;mooth, and leav ing more or less of one of the 
epiphyses as a handle. (Plate 1.) 
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Of these there were seven whole and eight fragmentary examples. 
None of them bore any signs of further adaptation for use save one, 
which had a groove cut round the head as though for attachment to 
a line. In most cases the articular end had been left intact, bu t there 
were several instances where it had been split away equally with the 
shaft of the bone. One of the smaller points in this class consisted 
of a mere splinter of bone with the side of the epiphysis alone left. 

2. Points made by snapping or cutting the shaft of the bone 
obliquely across, near one end, and rubbing down the broken end 

to a point . (Plate II .) 
These were less numerous, and yielded only four whole and one 

broken specimen, excluding a number of fragments too incomplete 

for determination. 
The t ype of implement represented by these two groups is so 

simple that its occurrence is inevitable on most prehistoric sites. 
None of the present examples showed any clear signs of having been 
used as lance heads, as did many similar implements of group 2 from 
the Glastonbury Lake Village and All Cannings Cross, some of which 
had been bored vertically through the epiphysis to receive a wooden 
shaft, or an iron pin to attach them thereto . 

It would be difficult to establish any chronological significance 
in such obvious forms, especially as there is no help to be got from 
stratigraphy in this case, but existing evidence seems to point to the 
greater age of the split type of point . Its horizon seems to be Neolithic 
and Bronze Age, while most of the English examples of the rubbed
down point have come from Iron Age sites like All Cannings Cross 
and Glastonbury Lake Village. The split type of point, however , 
is not unknown at these sites, and turns up again in the Romano
British deposit of Rowberrow Cavern , and in a Saxon burial in 
Yorkshire. One of the split points is waisted (Plate I, No.9) . 

One point is made from a polished rib (P late 1, No.8). One of 
the rubbed-down points is perforated at the head (Plate 2, No.8). 

If Merlin's Cave had been undisturbed when excavated there 
would have been a good opportunity to procure more evidence for 
the age of these types of point, but under the circumstances it is 
impossible to carry the matter any further, except that the presence 
of a fair amount of Early Iron Age pottery in disturbed material along 
with the rubbed-down points make it reasonable to speculate that 
they rela te to that period here as elsewhere. 

3. Two bone celtiform implements were found close one above 
the other in the breccia in the lower chamber. (Plate 3.) 
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These curious objects are very similar to a type of bone implement 
found in some numbers by Professor V. Gordon Childe during his 
excavations at Skara Brae, and he confirmed the fact himself during 
a visit to thc Society's Museum. 

In the " Provisional H.cport on the excavations at Skara Brae 
in 1927 and 1928 " on p. 264, he says, dcscribing a very similar imple
ment ;

" This may be termed a celtiform implemcnt , and is one of the 
most distinctive Skara types. A dozen specimens were 
collected during the 1928 excavat ions. The implement 
is essentially an oblong slice, probably from the flat 
face of the metatarsal of a bovoid. The whole has been 
very carefully polished so as to leave one 
edge comparatively sharp. In form the resulting 
implement looks cx traordinarily like the celt of polished 
stone, and still more like the shell celts of the Pacific 
Islands. 

That it was actually uscd as an axe or adze head seems 
unlikely; the designation 'chisel ' is sometimes applied 
to cxamples from the Swiss Lake dwellings (see specimen 
in the Archceological Museum at Cambridge from Roben
hausen). 

Two implemen ts of very similar character come from the 
Road Broch, Keiss, Caithness, and there is another 
from Kenny's Cairn in the same country. The latter 
structure is regarded as a Neolithic burial place, and 
has certainly yielded Ncolithic pottery ." 

In Mr. E. T. Leeds' report on the Neolithic site at Abingdon 
(Antiqu.aries' j ournal, Oct. 1927, Vol. VII, No.4, p. 449) mention 
is made of another bone implement which seems to belong to the 
same class as the examples from Merlin's Cave. Hc calls the object 
a scoop, and describes it as " a portion of the tibia of an ox, 6 inches 
long, towards the proximal end . The outer face of the bone has been 
roughly cut into a curvcd edge, and the sides cut back on the slope 
for I! inches, thus removing the inner face of the bone, and leaving 
a scoop-like end . The end shows no signs of wear, a nd the implement, 
if such it is, is in process of manufacture." 

In NIr. O. G. S. Crawford 's Long Barrows of the Cotswolds, p. 85, 
an implement is figured which was found in the Bown Hill barrow, 
and it is described as " a scoop or gouge-shaped chisel made out of 
the shank bone of <'. hors("." 
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This evidence is conflicting and does not help us much, but it 
is at least clear that t he majority of the examples which an' probably 
late in date comes from the north of Scotland , whil,' the negative 
('viden('c provided by the genera l absenn' of such implements from 
sites of bter date than the Bronze Age in the southern half of England 
arguE's in favour of an early date for thE' l'>'1erlin's CavE' f'xamples . 
Here again the type, though 1l10re specialised than the bow' points, 
is sufficiently obvious to be likely to have OC(, UITt:d :1.t widdy scparated 
times and places. The present specimens may br cunveniently 
describf'd as the Round and the Syuare. 

The Round is slightly th e larger (10.1 bv 4.8 ('ms.) and hil5 amon' 
weathered appearance. It is made of a slice from a bone uf large 
sizr ... . so large that althoubh one side of the implement shows 
the medullary cavity it is st ill for all practical purposes nearly 
flat. The edges have brrn polished off flat in thE' same plane as the 
rest of the implement, and the lower edge has b"en sharpened hy 
rubbing on both sides tu givE' a rounded cutting blad(' li h that of a 
polishf'd stone axe. This resemblance is increased by thr butt of the 
implement being slightly narrower than the edge. Th(' striations on 
thE' bonl' show that the polishing strokes were made across thr width 
uf the implement. The f'dg(' is in very good ('ondition, alld shows 
practicallv no tracE' of wear. There is also no sign that the implement 
has ever been hafted or othrrwise attached to a handle for use. 

The Square is 9.5 cms . long and 3.3 ems. broad. ' It is still very 
wh ite and fn.:sh, and is madt' of a similar ,;lice takrn off a smaller 
bone, and not so carefullv trimmed. ThE' cutting edge is syuan:d 
at the corners and quite sharp, but little care has been t aken to rub 
down the other edges of thf' implement. It is not at ali unlikr a 
verti cal section of a socketed bronze celt, and in this ca~;(' again the 
polishing has been done across the implement, and therf' arE' no signs 

of hafting. 
These implements arr quit< , unsuitahlE' for any cutting purpOSf', 

and the edges show nu signs of such we:1.r. They are only fitted 
fo r use as scoops and scrapers of soft material. 

4. Plate 2, No. 12. Two pieces of thr shafts of small bone pins 
or needles . Ont' of them was dearlv from a pin , for the bevelled 
end is pres,'n t, decorated with thn :<: incised parallel grooves, cut 

just below the head. 

5. Plate 2, No. 10. ,\ small comh made from a rib, found in 
;)rra 3 in the lower (' hamber. Its original length was greater, and 
it entirrly lacks the stout character of a weaving comb. The teeth 
are 13 in number , :1.nd littlt' more than an eighth of an in('h long. 
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These curious objects are very similar to a type of bone implement 
found in some numbers by Professor V. Gordon Childe during his 
excavations a t Skara Brae, and he confirmed the fact himself during 
a visit to the Society's Museum . 

In the "Provisional H.eport on the excavations a t Skara Brae 
in 1927 and 1928" on p. 264, he says, describing a very similar imple
mellt :

" This may be termed a celtiform implement, and is one of the 
most distinctive Sh ira types. A dozen specimens were 
collected during the 1928 excavations. The implement 
is essentially an oblong slice, probably from the flat 
face of the metatarsal of a bovoid. The whole has been 
very carefully polished so as to leave one 
edge comparatively sharp. In form the resulting 
implement looks extraordinarily like the celt of polished 
stone, and still more like the shell celts of the Pacific 
Islands. 

That it was actually used as an axe or adze head seems 
unlikely; the designation 'chisel' is sometimes applied 
to examples from the Swiss Lake dwellings (see specimen 
in the Archceological Museum at Cambridge from Roben
hausen) . 

Two implemen ts of very similar character come from the 
Road Broch, Keiss, Caithness, and there is another 
from Kenny's Cairn in the same country. The latter 
structure is regarded as a Neolithic burial place, and 
has certainly yielded Neolithic pottery." 

In Mr. E . T. Leeds ' report on the Neolithic site at Abingdon 
(. lntiquaries' J onrnal, Oct. 1927, Vol. VII, No.4, p . 449) mention 
is made of another bone implement which seems to belong to the 
same class as the examples from Merlin 's Cave. He calls the object 
a scoop, and describes it as " a portion of the tibia of an ox, 6 inches 
long, towards the proximal end. The outer face of the bone has been 
ruughly cut into a curved edge, and the sides cut back on the slope 
for I} inches , thus removing th e inner face of the bone, and leaving 
a scoop-like end. The end shows no signs of wear, and the implement, 
if such it is, is in proccss of manufacture." 

In Mr. O. G. S. Crawford's Long Barrows oj the Cotswolds, p. 85, 
an implement is figured which was found in the Bown Hill barrow, 
and it is described as " a scoop or gouge-shaped chisel made out of 
the shank bone of <>- horsE'." 
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This evidence is conflicting and does not help us much , but it 
is at least clear that the majority of the examples which arf' probably 
late in date comes from the north of Scotland , whilf' th" neg: Ltive 
f'videncc provided b~' the general absence of such implem~nts frolll 
sites of later datf' than thl' Bronze Age in the southern half of England 
argues in favuur of an early date for the Merlin's CavE' pxampks. 
Here again the type, though more specialised than the bone points , 
is suffJ<.iently obvious to be likely to have occurred at widdy separated 
times and places. The present specimens may br conveniently 
describf'd as the Round and the Square. 

The Round is slightly the la rg{'r (I 0.1 by 4.8 cms. ) and h ilS a murf' 
weathered appearance. It is made of a slice from a bone of large 
size- · so large that although onp side of the implplT}(;nt shows 
the medullary cavity it is still for all practical purposes nea rly 
flat. The edges have been polishe'd off fl a t in the same plane as the 
rest of the implement, and the lawn edge has been sharpened by 
rubbing on both sides to give a roullded cutting blade likr that of a 
polished stone axe . This rec;pmblance is increased by thr butt of thr 
implement being slightly narrOWl'l" than the edge. The striations on 
the bonl" show that the polishing strohs were made across the width 
of the imlllement. The edge is in vl'ry good condition , anel shows 
practically no tracE' of wear. There is also no sign that the impkment 
has ever been hafted or otherwisr attached to a handle for use. 

Th e Square is 9.5 cms. lung and 3.3 ems. broad. It is still V{' ry 
white and fn;sh, and is made uf a silllilar slice taken oft a smaller 
bone, and not so carefulh' trimmed. The cutting edge is squarrd 
at the corners and quite sharp, b ut little rare has been takm to rub 
duwn the other edges of the implement. It is not at all unlike a 
vrrti cal section of a sockdcd bronze ce lt, and in this cas(' again the 
polish ing has been done acr0SS the implement, and there are no signs 

of hafting. 
Th{;s(; implements arc yuitr unsuitahl" for any cutting purpOSf', 

and the erlges show no signs of such wear. They are only fitted 
for use as scoops and scrapf' rs of soft material. 

4. Plak 2, No. 12 . Two pieces of the shafts of small bone pins 
or needles. OnE' of tlwm was dparlv from a pin, fur the beveUed 
rnd is pn 'srnt , decorated with three in r.ised parallel grooves, cut 

just below the head. 

5. Plate 2, No. 10. A small comb made from a rib, foulld in 
area 3 in the lower r hamLer. Its original length was greater, and 
it entirely lacks the stuut character of a weaving comb. The teeth 
are 13 in number , :md little' morE' than an eighth of an inch long. 
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In its present state the comly is 8.6 cms. long, and the handle has been 
slightlv narroWl·d bdov,: thl.: head leaving the teeth on a rounded end 
likc.: a fiat SpUUI1. At the point of junction between the handle and 
hE'ad a small hole has bt'l 'n bored through the handle. Possibly 
this littir iDlpkmellt \\',LS used as a pottery marker, though none 
decorateJ by it was found; it is much too slight for weaving or 
personal uSc. 

6. Plate 3, :\fus. 3 :lnu 4. Two spindle whorls made from the 
severed ht'aJs of the' femora of sheep. These were found in area 3 
uf the lower chamber. When separated from the bone the head was 
cardully rubhed smooth on the underside, and then bored with a 
vertical hole through the middle. 

7. Pbte 3, :\fo. 1. Another severed head of a femur still in a 
rough state. The process of polishing the base has only been roughly 
carried out, and a small hole has been bored in the base which only 
penetrates about a centimetre. This is probably an uncompleted 
spindle whorl for if it is a piece from a game it is remarkable that it 
is th .. , only one found. It has been suggested that it may be a socket 
for a drill, or the head of some kind of pin . The smallness of the hole, 
and the ,lbsenc(' of any signs of wear in it make these solutions of its 
purpose unlikely. 

t). l'late 2, No. 15. A piece of fire-blackened rib, ornamented 
with fiv(' dots and ci rcles, found when clearing the ledge just below 
the c:tve mouth. This piece has been broken off at both ends. This 
is :t well-known Early Iron Age motive, but it also appears on Anglo
Saxon ohjp-cts of bone such as combs. 

9. Plate 2, ~o. 18. A piece of bone, showing traces of cancellous 
tissu(' whirh has been sliced off the rib of some large animal, and 
thf'n trimmerl int0 a diamond shape, 6.7 cms. long, and 4.1 ems. broad . 
This was found with a quantity of ash and charcoal at the entrance 
to the lower chamber. The object is not quite fiat, and three small 
holes of varying size have been bored close to each other through its 
middle. Possibly this was a button. 

10. Plate 3, No.5. A short bone rod, slightly curved round 
at one end, a nd a good deal worn all over with use. I t is 8.5 cms. 
long, and was probably a pottery burnisher. 

II. A broken tine from an antler, much worn at the end. This 
was found in the lower chamber in the bottom level, and was probably 
part of an an tler pick. 

12 . Two pig incisors, with roots trimmed down to a sharp 
point. 
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13. A piece of ox rib which has had distinct and heavy wear 
across one end. This is comparable to similar specimens from All 

Cannings Cross. 

14. A pig tusk, the point of which shows signs of having had 
its natural sharpness considerably increased by cutting. 

15. Five pieces of ox rib, all about 12 cms. long, which have 
been chopped across at one end. There is no obvious wear on them 
so that they may be casual pieces, and not a form of crude implement. 

hIPLB1ENTS OF S TONE. 

I. Plate IV, No. 10. A Kemmeridge sha le bracelet was found 
lJ1 a hole in the breccia just below the entrance t o the alcov~. It 
was unfortunately broken in two in getting it out , but it was otherwise 
quite in tact, and was merely a simple hoop of round section. The 
internal diameter was 5 cms . 

2. A small piece of another and larger shale bracelet was found 
among the disturbed material, but it was too small for much to be 

made of it. 
3. Plate III , No. 2. A spindle whorl roughly made from line

grained sandstone, 3.2 cms. in diameter, and 1.6 cms. thick, f0und 
in the disturbed material. 

Several rough fiint implements were found scattered through the 
deposits, but none of them had any particular character. They 

included :
4. An oval knife with one scaled edge and narrow snaper 

end. 
5. A triangular knife with two fin ely scaled edges and bluish 

white patination. 
6. A small thumb scraper llne!\' scaled, with bluisll white 

patination. 
7. An unwtJrked fiah. 
8. A small unworked Hakc.:. 
9. A small piece of fractured Hakl.:. 
10. A rough fragmentary fl ak,' with a ch ipped sh,.ulder, and 

a notch at one end. 
II . A round pebble of wrv CUabl' ";,md,,,t one from Area 3 in 

the lower chamber. 
12 , A large square-sided hone or rubber of slate-like material 

from Area 3 in the lower chamber. 
13. A lump of h;ematite, possibly used with a strike-a-light. 
Nos. 4-10 and No. 13 were from the disturbed material. 
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In its presen t state the comb is 8.6 cms. long, and the handle has been 
slightly narrowed below the head leaving the t eeth on a rounded end 
like a flat spoon. .\t the point of junction between the handle and 
head a sm:lll hole has been bOfl 'd thruugh the handle. Possibly 
this litt Ir impit:mellt was used as a pottery marker, though none 
uecora.teJ b\' it was found; it is much ton slight for weaving or 
personal usc. 

6. Plat<' 3, ::--Ios . 3 and 4. Two slJindle whorls made from the 
sl 'vered h<' ;,us of til e' femora of sheep. 'fhese were found in area 3 
of th ...: lower chambp.r. When separated from the bone the head was 
carp.fully ruhhed sm <loth on thl ' underside, and then bored with a 
vertical hole through the middle . 

7. Plate 3, No. 1. Another sp.vered head of a fem ur still in a 
rough state. The process of polishing the hase has onlv been rough!\, 
carried out , and a small hole has been bored in tl1<" base whirh only 
penetrates about a centimetre. This is probably an uncomplei ed 
spindle whorl for if it is a piece from a gamf' it is remarkablr tha t it 
is the only one found. It has been sugge,;ted that it may lA' a :;ockd 
for a drill , or the head of some kind of pin . Th< ' Sillalln('ss of till' hole, 
and the absence of any signs of wear in it make theSE' solutions of its 
purpose unlikely. 

8. Plate 2, No. 15. A piece of fir r -blacken<,J rib , ornalIH 'nted 
wi th five dots and circles, found when clearing the kdg" j ust below 
the cave mouth . This piece has been bruken off a t both ends. This 
is a well-known Early Iron Age motive, hut it :.l.bo il pp('ars on Anglo . 
Saxon obj ects of bone such as combs. 

9. Plate 2, No. 18. A piece of bone, showing trar, 's of cancellous 
tissue which has been sliced off the rib of some large ~n illlal, and 
then trimmed into a diamond shape, 6.7 rms. 10llg, ~nd ..J. . I cms. brocLd. 
This was found with a quantity of ash a nd ch:-trcoal a t the.: entra:1(,(' 
to the lower chamber. The obj ect is not quit r. fi a t , and thr('(' sma ll 
holes of varying size have been bored close t. ) e:lch other througll its 
middle. P ossibly this was a button . 

10. Plate 3, No.5. A short bonE' rod , slightly curved ruund 
at one end, and a good dea l worn all over with use. It is 8.5 ems. 
long, and was probably a pottery burnisher. 

II . A broken tine from an antler, much worn a t the end. This 
was found in the lower chamber in the bottom lev!'!, and was probab ly 
part of an antler pick. 

12. Two pig incisors, with roots trimmed down to a sharp 
point . 
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13. A piece of ox rib which has had distinct and heavy wear 
across one end. This is comparable to similar specimens from All 

Cannings Cross. 

14. A pig tusk, the point of which shows signs of having h:l.d 
its natural sharpness considerably increased by cutting. 

15. Five pieces of ox rib , all about 12 cms. long, which have 
been chopped across at one end . There is no obvious wear on them 
so that they may be casual pieces, and not a form of crude implement . 

hI PLEi\I ENTS OF STONE. 

I. Plate IV, No. 10. A Kemmeridgc sha le bracelet was found 
II1 a hole in the breccia just below the entrance to the alcove. It 
was unfortunately broken in two in getting it out , but it was otherwise 
quite intact , and was merely a simple hoop of round section. The 
internal diameter was 5 cms. 

2. A small piece of another and larger shale bracelet was found 
among the disturbed materia l, but it was too small for much to be 

made of it. 
3. Plate III , No. 2. A spindle ""hor! roughly made from fine

grained sandstone, 3.2 cms. in diameter, and 1.6 cms. thick, found 

in the disturbed material. 
Several rough flint implements were found scattered through the 

deposits , but none of them had a ny particular character. They 

included ;
4. An oval knife with one scaled edge and narrow scraper 

end . 
5. A triangular knife with two finely scaled edges and bluish 

white patination . 
6. A small thumb scraper finely scaled , with bluish whitp 

patination . 
7. An un worked fb.ke. 
8. A small un worked fl ake. 
9. A ::;mall piecr of fractured fla.k e. 
10. A rough fragmentary fl ake wi th a chipprd shouldf r, and 

a notch at one end. 
11. A round pebbk of VerV rua.!'::.t' sctnd ::; t uJH' frum Area 3 in 

the lower rhamber. 
12. A large squarc-sided hone or rubber uf ::;Jaklike material 

from L\rca 3 in th p lowl'r r hamber. 
13. A lump of h,u TIatib :, po~sih l y u!"cd with a strike-a-light. 
l\<os. 4 ·10 a nd Nu. 13 wen' fr0m nil' rIisturb('r] nutf.rial. 
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IMPLEMENTS OF M ETAL. 

I. Plate IV, No.8. A bronze pin 7.1 cms. long, found in the 
strongly brecciated rubble in the floor of the lower chamber. The 
head of this pin has been beaten out into a flat strip, and rolled into 
a neat coil. A very similar pin in the London Museum from the 
Old England site at Brentford is attributed to the period 1200-900 RC. 

2. Plate IV, No.6. A nail-headed pin of bronze, with the point 
missing, and 11 .2 cms. long in its present condition. It was found 
at the entrance to the lower chamber. 

3. Plate IV, No. 7. A similar, but shorter, pin, in perfect 
condition. 7.3 ems. long. This was found in the talus behind the 
boulder at the entrance to the lower chamber. 

4. Plate IV, No.4. A short bronze pin, with a solid faceted 
head. 3.2 cms. long. This is a typical Romano-British object, 
and came from Area 2 in the alcove. 

5. Plate IV , No.5. . A pair of perfect bronze tweezers, 5.1 cms. 
long, similar to the damaged specimen found in the earlier excavation. 
It was found close to the shale bracelet in the breccia just below the 
entrance to the alcove. 

6. A fairly massive bronze ring with round section , and no 
decoration . Internal diameter, 2.7 cms.; overall diameter, 3.8 ems . 
This object came from the disturbed material. 

7. Plate IV, No.1. The head of a big bronze pin? This 
object was found in the talus behind the large boulder at the entrance 
to the lower chamber, and has collar moulding with a counter-sunk 
dot and circle device on the flat head , which is 1.3 cms. in diameter. 
Only a small piece of the shaft remains, and it is not possible to be sure 
whether its section is round or square. 

8. Plate IV, No.2. A small dome-shaped obj ect of bronze 
surmounted by a small moulded knob . On the under side there are 
remains of some sort of square shaft. On the neck joining the knob 
to the dome are two patches of iron rust on opposite sides, which 
suggest that an i.ron ring had once passed through the neck. This 
obj ect was found in the disturbed material in the fl oor of the narrow 
passage at the back of the cave. 

The purpose of this obj ect is not clear, but it is tentatively sug
gested that it is a drawer handle, and that the shaft on the under 
side was the means of fixing it to the wood of the drawer. This 
theory is strengthened by the presence in the Silchester Collection 
at Reading, of a number of exactly similar objects in better condition, 
which are there descri bed as drawer handles. In these cases the square 
shank with perfora tion for retaining pin is present. It is not easy to 
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see why such an object shoulrl be fuund in YIf' rlin 's Cave, but sincc' 
the cave was a place of refuge rather than a settkd habitation it ma\ ' 
be the last trace of some small box brought in by refugee:;. 

9. A small fragment of bronze stri p from the kdge beluw thr 

entrance to the cave, Area 5. 
10. Plate IV, No. 13. A bronze fibula of " trumpet " type, 

fuund in the disturbed material in the narrow passage at the back of 
the cave. The pin is missing, and the loop at the head is broken. 
The fibula is harp-shaped, and has collar moulding all round t he bow, 
and round the foot. The prolongation of the moulding round the 

bow dates it at about 140 A.D. 
11. An iron awl in fairly good condition showing a :;qu:nc section 

over most of its kngth, and tapering <1.t both ends. From the di s

turbed .material. 

12. Another iron rod heJ.vi ly \orroded , but prolKlbly another 


awl , also from the disturbt·d material. 


13. An oblong mas:; of lead from tl1(' disturbed matrrial. It 
appears to contain sumr traces of cupp, 'r , fr.r it shuvv's a slight blur' 

patina. 
14. A small roll of sheet lead 4.5 cms. long from the disturbed 

material. It seems tu be just a scrap of lead casually rolled up, but 
the writer has found almost identical rolls of lead when examining 
til e' srction of a trenrh driven through the l.{oman villa site at Messrs. 
Fry 's factory at Kevnsham, and also at Castor, Northants. P ossibly 
thesr may ha vp been used as sinkers by fishermen. 

\ 5. Plate IVA . One of the most interesting finds from the 
cave, and one which unfortunately was not made during the excavation, 
was a bronze razor. It was found by a school boy from Monmouth 
while rummaging in the cave shortly before the Society began systema
tic excavations, and it remains in private hands. The photograph , 
which is the only evidence of the character of .the razor possessed 
by the Society, shows it to be a well-developed specimen with a large 

tang, end nutch, and pf' rfuration . 

The splash of lead which was found during the earlier work 
has been analysed by !VIr. J. Newton Friend of the Birmingham 
Central Technical College . He reports that it contained .0263 per 
cent. of silver- that is from five to ten times as much as usually 
occurs in Roman lead. It has not been desilveri sed. He says, how
L!ver, that Roman lead occasionally contains a high percen tage of 

silver. 

http:oIERl.IN
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I MPLEi\'IENTS OF M ET AL. 

I. Plate IV, No. 8. A bronze pin 7.1 cms. long, found in the 
strungly breccia ted rubbJr in the fluor (,f th E' lower chamber. The 
head of this pin has bl'vn brCLten uut into a fb.t strip , a nd rolled into 
a neat r.oi l. A very simi lar pin in thl' Lund un Museum frum the 
Old England site at Brentford is a ttrihutecl to the period 1200- 900 B.C. 

2. Plate IY, Xo. 6. ,\ nail-h E'aclE'd pin of bronze, with the point 
missing , and 11 .2 cms. long in its pn'sl'nt condition. It was found 
at thr r n trance to the lower chamber. 

3. Plate n ', No.7 , A similar, but shorter, pin, in perfect 
cond ition. 7.3 ems. lvng, This was found in the ta lus behind the 
boulder at the entrance to the lower cha mber. 

4. Plate IV, No. 4. A shurt brunze pin , with a solid face ted 
hcad. 3.2 cms. long. This is a tvpical R omano-British object , 
and came from Area 2 in the alcove . 

5. Plate 1\' , No.5. A pair of perfE'r. t bronze tweezers , 5.1 cms, 
lvng, similar to the da maged specimen found in the earlier excavation . 
It was found closr to the shalf' braccld in the breccia just below the 
ent rance to the akuve. 

6. A fa irly massive brunze ring with round section, and no 
decora tion. Internal di ameter, 2.7 cms.; uVl' ra ll diameter, 3.8 cms. 
This object rame from the disturbed ma terial. 

7. Plate 1\', ~o. I . The hean of a big bronze pin ;' This 
obj ect was found in t he: talus behind th E' large boulder at the entrance 
to the lower chamber, and has collar moulding with a counter-sunk 
dot and cirrlr drvicr un the fl a t head , whirh is 1.3 cms. in dia meter. 
Only a small p iece uf the shaft remains, :l.I1d it i::; not possible to be sure 
whether its ser tion is round ur squarr. 

8. Plate IV, ~o . 2. A small dume-sh aped obj ect of bronze 
surmounted by a small moulded knob. On the under side there are 
remains of some sort of squarE' shaft . On t he neck joining the knob 
to the dome are two pa tches of iron rust on opposite sides , which 
suggest that an iron ring had on' <'; passed through the neck. This 
obj ect was found in the dist urbed material in t he fl oor of the narrow 
passage at the back of the cave. 

The purpose of this obj ect is not clear, but it is tenta tively sug
gested tha t it is a drawer handle, and tha t the sha ft on the under 
side was the means of fi xing it to the wood of the drawer. This 
theory is strengthened by the presence in the Si lchester CoUection 
at R eading, of a number of exactly similar obj ects in better condition, 
which are there descri bed as drawer handles. In these cases the square 
shank with perforation for reta ining pin is present. It is not easy to 
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ser why such an object should bc' fuund in :vrr riin 's Cav.:, but sinc!' 
the cave was a phc(' of rE' fu ge rather than a settlt-tl habitation it ma\ ' 
be the last trace of some sma ll box brought in hv re fugt:e;;. 

9. A small fragment of bronze stri p from tl1!' kdgt: below the 
entrance to thE' cave , Area 5. 

10. Plat!' IV, ~o . 13. A bronze fibul a of " trump(· t" type, 
fuund in the disturbed material in the narrow passage a t th<' back uf 
the cave. The pin is missing, a l1l1 the luop at the h" <ld is brohn. 
The fibula is harp-shaped , and has coll a r 111vulding all round the bow, 
and round the foo t. The prolongation of t h,' mou lding round the 
bow dates it a t about I-lO A.D . 

II . An iron awl in fairly good condition showing a squa re section 
over most of its length , and tapering a t bo th ends . From the dis
turbed material. 

12. Anuther iron rod heavily' corroded, but probably another 
awl, a lso from the disturbrd material. 

13. An oblong mas,; of lead from th e disturiJed matr ri a i. It 
appears to contain sumr traces of copP" r, for it sh,)ws a slight blu(" 

patina. 

14. .\ small roll of shrd Ipad 4.5 cms. long fro m the disturbed 
material. It SE'cms to br just a scrap of lead casuallv rolled up , but 
the writ.:r has fo und aJ most identic3.1 rolls of lead \\ hell l'xaminilIg 
the section of a trench driv E',n through the l~u mall villa si tE' at :J1essrs. 
Fry 's factory a t Kcynsham , and also a t Castvr, Kvr thants. Possihlv 
these may have been used as sinkers by li sltd men. 

15 . Pla te IVA. One vf the most inkrL'sting finds frum the 
cave, and one which unfortunatdy w;tS not made timing th,: excavation, 
was a bron z<.; razor. It was fo und by a school bo\ frnm Monlllouth 
while rummaging in the C;lve shor tly bdure the Society bq;an systema
tic l'xc3.va tions, and it rpmains in l->ri va t" hanJs. Tlw photograph, 
which is the only E'videncE' of tl1<" charact<'r of the razor possessed 
by the Society , shvws it to be a well-rlf>veJoped spr"i mt:n with a la rgE' 
tang , end notch , and prrfora tion. 

The splash of lead which was fu und during the earlicr wurk 
has bcrn analysed by '.VI r. j. ::--l ewb m Frir nd of t hE' Birmingham 
Central Technical COllege . He reports t ha t it clm tained .0263 per 
cent. uf sil ver that is from fi ve t" ten tinws as fIIur h as usually 
occurs in Ruman lrad. It has not been desilvl' rised . He says , how
ever , that Roman lead oCC:lsionally cC)n Ltins a lli ,~, h percrntage of 

sil ver. 
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C OI NS. 

One more coin has been discovered in the disturbed material. 
It has been identified by ML Ma ttingly of the British Museum as a 
barbarous type, probably minted at Treves in 330- 337 A.D. 

Of the two coins previously discovered, one was described as 
unidentifiable in the report, but this has now been brought into 
passable condition, a nd has been identified by M.L Mattingly as a 
plated denarius of the period 7 1- 72 A.D., and a probable forgery of 
a silver coin of Vespasian. The obverse bears the head of the Emperor 
and the reverse implements of sacrifice. 

IMPLEME NTS OF W OOD . 

No further wooden obj ects were discovered, but in all parts of 
the deposit large and perfect pieces of charcoal were common. 

They were submitted to ML . J. Cecil Maby, of the Department 
of Wood Structure, F orest Products Research Laboratory, Oxford 
Branch. 

He 	says: 
" The 	charcoals being in excellent condition , of fair size, and 

many in number, were identified from their microscopic 
st ructure by means of a hand lens . It was not thought 
worth while to embed the samples and cut sections for 
examination with a compound microscope. 

The 	tree genera represen ted are given below, together with 
the number of specimens of each received. Species 
cannot be sta ted, and where uncertainty exists as to 
genera the alternative genus is stated. In these instances, 
however, it is intended that most weight should be given 
to the genus first named. 

In all, 109 specimens were received and examined. Some of 
these were evidently from small stems and/or branches, 
others from bigger and older stuff, Oak was particularly 
abundant. 

Aesculus sp. (Horse Chestnut) I 
A lnu.s sp. or Corylus sp.? (Alder or Hazel ) 8 
Betula sp . (Birch) 6 
Coryhts sp . (Hazel) ... 12 
C01'ylus sp . or Alnus sp.? (Hazel or Alder) 3 
Cratcegus sp. or Pyrus sp. (Hawthorn or Apple, etc. ) 2 
Fmx·inus sp . (Ash) .. . 3 
Pop ulus sp . (Poplar) 4 
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Popuhts sp. or Salix sp. (Poplar or Vi'illow) 2 
Pynts sp. (Plum, Apple, Row:m, etc.) ... 6 
QuerC~ts sp . (Oak) 47 

* Qtterc1.ts sp. or Castanea sp. (Oak or Sweet Chestnut) 6 
Rhamntts sp. (Buckthorn) ... I 
Salix sp. (Willow) . .. 2 
Salix sp . or P opulu.s sp. ? (\\lillow or Puplar) 2 
Tilia sp. (Lime) 4 

* These may have been QucrC1ts sp., hut the specimens b()re a 
greater resemblance to Castanea than to Q1Icrcus in a 
hand lens view. 

Note.-	 The English names given above represent common 
British species of each genus, and arc nut necessarily 
applirable in the present instance." 

GL\sS. 

A kw more pieces of thick bluish glass of Roman tvpc haw been 
fo und in tlle di:;turbed material, and several fitted togdher sufficiently 
to show that tlwv had formed part of the neck of a bottle. 

POTTE RY. 

A fair amount of pottery has been found in most parts uf the 
deposit and, unless otherwise stated, it com('" frum the disturbed 
material. It has seldom been possible to g(,t much idea of the 
character of the pots when intact because in n() ras(' i:; more than 
a fraction of the original present. This is particularly the case 
with the older material. 

The certain range of the pottery is from th" Bronze Age to tile 
Romano-British period . Some of the small fragments of very rough 
pot may belong to the Neolithic or Middle Bronze periods, though 
it bec()mes increasingly unlikely tha t there is any Neolithic pot present 
as the excavations which are being carried on in various places show 
us more clearly the relative excellence of th0 cra ftmanship of the 

N eoli thic potters. 

The 	most important find has been another small piece of the 
beaker ware which was first found here in 1924. F ortunately , the 
new 	piece fit s the old, and provides a longer stretch of the typical 
beaker decoration, but it gives no more information about form, 
and 	the assembled pieces still only represent a mere scrap of the 
original vessel. The only comment which can be made is that the 
excellence of the workmanship and material suggest an early date. 

http:Qtterc1.ts
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C OI NS . 

One more coin has been discovered in the disturbed material. 
It has been identified by Mr. Mattingly of the British Museum as a 
barbarous type, probably minted at Treves in 330- 337 A.D. 

Of the two coins previously discovered, one was described as 
unidentifiable in the report, but this has now been brought into 
passable condition, and has been identified by ML Mattingly as a 
plated denarius of the period 71 - 72 A.D., and a probable forgery of 
a silver coin of Vespasian. The obverse bears the head of the Emperor 
and the reverse implements of sacrifice. 

I MPLEMENTS OF WOOD. 

No further wooden objects were discovered, but in all parts of 
the deposit large and perfect pieces of charcoal were common. 

They were submitted to ML J. Cecil Maby, of the Department 
of Wood Structure, Forest Products Research Laboratory, Oxford 
Branch. 

He says :
" The charcoals being in excellent condi tion, of fair size, and 

many in number, were identified from their microscopic 
structure by means of a hand lens. It was not thought 
worth while to embed the samples and cut sections for 
examination with a compound microscope. 

The tree genera represented are given below, together with 
the number of specimens of each received . Species 
cannot be stated, and where uncertainty exists as to 
genera the alternative genus is stated . In these instances , 
however, it is intended tha t most weight should be given 
to the genus first named. 

In a ll , 109 specimens were received and examined. Some of 
these were evidently from small stems and/or branches, 
others from bigger and older stuff, Oak was particularly 
abundant. 

A escul-us sp . (Horse Chestnut) 1 
Aln1f.s sp. or Corylus sp . ? (Alder or Hazel) 8 
Betula sp . (Birch) 6 
Corylus sp. (Hazel) ... 12 
Corylus sp. or Alnus sp. ? (Hazel or Alder) 3 
Cratcegus sp. or Pyrus sp . (Hawthorn or Apple, etc.) 2 
Fraxinus sp . (Ash) ... 3 
P opulttS sp. (Poplar) 4 
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Popu.lus sp . or Salix sp . (Poplar or Willow) 2 
Pyrus sp . (Plum, ApplE'!, Rowan, rtc.) .. 6 
Quercus sp. (Oak) 47 

* Q~tercus !>p. or Castanea sp . (Oak or Sweet Chestnut) 6 
Rhamnus sp. (Buckthorn) . .. 1 
Salix sp . (Willow) ... 2 
Salix sp. or Populus sp. ? (Willow ur Poplar) 2 
Til~a sp. (Lime) 4 

* These may have been Querws sp., but the specimens bore a 
greater resemblance to Castanea than to Quercus in a 
hand lens view. 

Note .-	 The English names given above represent common 
British species of each genus, and are not necessarily 
applicable in the present instance. " 

GLASS. 

A few more pieces of thick bluish glass of R oman type have been 
found in the disturb('d mate rial , and several fitted together sufficiently 
to show that th('", had form('d part of the neck of a bottle. 

P OTTERY. 

A fair amount of pottery has been found in most parts of the 
deposit and, unless otherwise stated, it comes from the disturbed 
material. It has seldom been possible to get much idea of the 
rharacter of the pots when intact because in no case is more than 
a fraction of the original present. This is particularly the case 
with the older material. 

The certain range of the pottery is from the Bronze Age to the 
Rumano-British period. Some of the small fragments of very rough 
pot may belong to the Neolithic or Middle Bronze periods, though 
it becomes increasingly unlikely that there is any Neolithic pot present 
;JS the excavations which are being carried on in various places show 
us more clearly the relative excellence of the craftmanship of the 
Neolithic potters. 

The 	most important find has been another small piece of the 
beaker ware which was first found here in 1924. Fortunately, the 
new piece fits the old, and provides a longer stretch of the typical 
beaker decoration, but it give" no more information about form, 
and 	the assembled pieces sti ll only represent a mere scrap of the 
original vessel. The only comment which can be made is that the 
excellence of the worknJanship and materia l suggest an early date . 
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Another possibk fragment of beaker was also found ; a small 
pieo· of smooth dark hrown ware hearing along its upper edge traces 
of a decoration of two clost' parallel lines of small square and rectan
gular depressions which look as though they have been made by 
running an irregularly toothed wheel, or impressing a rough cumb 
against til e put. 

These finds , though interesting, do not require a ny com ment 
beyond that macie by Mr. H ewer in the last report. 

l{OUGH POTTH'Y. 

:'lany vpn' fragmentary pieces of rvugh pottery, conta inin;; 
large lumps of calcite, were found here a nd there right through the 
dt.:posits. All had bepn made by hand , and most of it was very 
frial>lt'. 

J. Rim fragmt.:nts and part of the body of a roughly-formed 
hand-made pot. Straight-sided, hard , thin , reddish ware containing 
la rge bits of calcite'. Rim furm J (Fig. 3). 

2. Piece uf the rim of a roughly-formed, hand-made bowl. 
Lip sligh tlv rolled uver un the inside. Pastl' blackish inside and 
light buff ou tsid(', ron taining calcite. Rim furm 2 (Fig. 3). 

3. Fragmt.:n t of rim with flatt ened tu[..>, a lmost equal overhang 
in:side and out . Straight-sided , hand-made. The ware cuntains 
hard black fragments , but has a fairly good paste, and could stand 
hard usage. Reddish on the outside and black inside. Rim furm 
3 (Fig. 3). 

4. Fragment of the rim of a big pot . Flattened form with 
overhang on both sides, rather rounded on the inside in this case. 
Hand-made, paste well-fired and hard. Rim form 4 (Fig. 3). 

5. F ragmen t of rim of straight-sided pot , also pieces of the body. 
The rim is rolled over outwards, and has an ublique finger ti p orna
ment . Hand-made of a clost' hard pastf', containing hard bla('k 
fragments. Rim fllnn 5 (Fig. 3) . This piece was found in the c1use 
breccia un the fluur of the lower chamber. 

6. Large piecr vf the rim of a straight-sided vessel. The rim 
is flattened, and has a slight uutward overhang , and a more pro
nounced one inwards. Hand-made uf hard reddish pa:ste, containing 
sand and hard black granules. Rim form 6 (Fig. 3). 

7. Small piec,'s of the rim of a shalluw bowl. Flattened rim 
with no outward , but definite inward, overhang. Hand-made frum 
hard rrd paste, well-firt.:d, l{im form 7 (Fig. 3). 

This pit.:ce uf pot may quite possibly bt.: ~eoJithi c, but there 
is not enough uf it lJresent to be sure about th t.: form. 
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8. Small rim fragment of pot, flattened on top with outward 
and inward overhang. In th is ca~e it is diffi('ult to determine 
which is the inside and which the o utsid~ · . Hand-made of blackish 
paste, con taining 'calci te fragments. l~im furm !) (Fig. 3). 
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Another possible fragment of beaker was also found ; a small 
piece of smooth dark brown ware bearing along its upper edge traces 
of a decoration of two close parallel lines of small sq uare and rectan
gular depressions which look as though they have been made by 
running an irregularly toothed wheel, or impressing a rough comb 
against the pot. 

These finds, though interesting, do not require any comment 
beyond that marie by !VIr. Hewer in the last report. 

ROUGH POTTERY. 

Many very fragmentary pieces of rough pottery, containing 
large lumps of calcite, were found here and there right through the 
deposits. All had been made by hand, and most of it was very 
friable. 

I . Rim fragments and part of the body of a rough lv-formed 
hand-made pot. Straight-sided , hard , thin, reddish ware containing 
large bits of calcite. Rim form I (Fig. 3) . 

2. Piece of the rim of a roughly-formed, hand-made bowl. 
Lip slightly rolled over on the inside. Paste blackish inside and 
light buff ou tside, con taining calcite. Rim form 2 (Fig. 3). 

3. Fragment of rim with flattened top, almost equal overhang 
inside and out. Straight-sided, hand-made. The ware contains 
hard black fragments , but has a fairly good paste, and could stand 
hard usage. Reddish on the outside and black inside. Rim form 
3 (Fig. 3). 

4. Fragment of the rim of a big pot. Flattened form with 
overhang on both sides, rather rounded on the inside in this case. 
Hand-made, paste well-fired and hard. Rim form 4 (Fig. 3). 

5. Fragment of rim of straight-sided pot, also pieces of the body. 
The rim is rolled over outwards , and has an oblique finger tip orna
ment. Hand-made of a close hard paste, containing hard black 
fragments. Rim form 5 (Fig. 3). This piece was found in the close 
breccia on the fluur (;f the lower chamber. 

6. Large piec(' of the rim of a straight-sided vessel. The rim 
is ftattpned, and has a slight uutward overhang, and a more pro
nounrcd one inwards. Hand-made of hard reddish paste, containing 
sand and hard black gran ulf's. l~im form 6 (Fig. 3). 

7. Small picc( 's of th(' rim of a shallow bowl. Flattened rim 
with nu outward, but detinit<- inward, overhang. Hand-made from 
hard red pa:;te, well-fin 'd, H.im form 7 (Fig. 3) . 

This piece uf pot milY <-iuite possibly be Neolithic, but there 
is nnt enough of it present to be' sure about the form. 
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8. Small rim fragnlCnt of put, fiatt( 'nec1 on top with outward 
and inward overhang. In thi s case it is difficult to determine 
which is the inside and which the outside. Hand-made of blackish 
paste, containing 'calcite fragments. I<im fo rm 8 (Fig. 3). 
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9: A piece of very coarse pot I cm. thick , made of whitish paste 
containing a few calcite fragments. It is black on the inner, and 
red on the outer side. The pot has broken across a small boss about 
.7 cms. high . There is no sign that the boss has been pierced to take 
a cord. 

10. A piece of hard black hand-made pottery, with a hole 
neatly bored through it from the outside. 

11. A fragment of slightly everted rim from a crude hand-made 
pot of reddish paste intermixed with black granules. Just below 
the rim on the outer side is an oblique stroke made when the clay 
was still wet. There is not enough of the pot present to say whether 
this is part of a rough decoration carried right round. Rim form 
9 (Fig. 3). 

12. A large piece of base from a heavy hand-made pot . It is 
perfectly flat, but the inner side of the sherd rises up slightly in the 
middle. Diameter of the base 12 cms. The paste is good, and 
contains little binding material. Form 10 (Fig. 3) . 

13. Fragment of flat base of a crude hand-made pot. The paste 
is black , and contains large fragments of calcite which have lost 
all hardness. The pot is crudely modelled, but well-fired and the 
contrast between the red exterior and the black interior is very marked. 

14. A large number of pieces of hopelessly smashed crude, hand
made, and well-fired pot, containing many pieces of calcite. The rim 
is straight , thin , and slightly everted. 

P OTTEHY F R0i11 THE BR£(~nATED H EARTH IN THE ENTRANCE TO T HE 

ALCOVE, (Area 2), SC'ptember, 1928, see Proceedin.gs for 1924. 
p. 151. 

A num bC'r of pieces uf pot, including a few fragments of rim form 
11 wen~ found here. They seem to belong to one pot hand-made of 
a hard wel.l-firecl paste, conta ining sand. The rim is flattened with 
slight outward overhang and inward roll. This may be of Iron Age 
" A " (Hatlstatt) date. 

BI ' FF WAR E. 

1. A piece of the rim of a thick wheel-made (?) pot of buff 
paste of good quality carefully smoothed inside and out, with a vertical 
and slightly everted rim. l{im form 12 (Fig. 3). 

The pot was at kast 25 cms. in diameter at the mouth and carried 
an incised decoration un its upper slope. 

This decoration consisted of seven parallel, equally spaced, 
horizontal grooves, marked in the pot before firing. 
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This solitary piece, which has nu other parallel in the cave, was 
fou nd :lmong th,' ("h~lrcoal and i\..c;h accumulated behind the large 
uuuld"r by the entrance to the lower chamuer, which has already 
bC'en described, as screening a number of other objects which had 
nb\'iously sl ipped down from the main chamher. The rim form and 
de("orC1 tion are characteristic of La Tene II. 

2. A small fragment showing very littk curvature, of a highly 
burnished buff ware marked with a fi ve-toothed c:omb. 

3. A piece of the much everted rim of a large pot. Rim form 
13 (Fig. 3) . The pot was wheel-made, and has an olive-buff burnished 
"urface. It probably belongs to the Roman period . 

.-1 A piece of rim, form 14 (Fig. 3). Wheel-made, with a bur
nished surface. 

B LACK WARE. 

Many fragments of hard black burnished ware, with cross ha tch 
decoration werp found in the disturbed material, but in no case was 
there sufficien t to make an\" restoration possi ble, nor was any fouml 
actually in situ. All of this pottery may be referred to the Romano
British period, and it is all whrd-madf' . 

1. A piece of black, well-fired, burnished warC'. \-\"ell-formed 
everted rim. Cross-hatched decoration ()n the body of the pot. 
Rim form 15 (Fig. 3) . 

2. A piece of hard black pot with eV('r ted rim, prohably burnished, 
hut much weathered. Rim form 16 (Fig. 3). 

3. A piece of thick black ware with bold , everted rim, unbur
nished. Rim form 17 (Fig. 3) . 

4. A fragment of a beadf'd rim frum another black pot, bur
nished. Rim form 18 (Fig. 3). 

5. A piece of rim from il highly hurnished put with a small, 
nearly vertical lip. Rim form 19 (Fig. 3). 

6. A piece of bumishC'd put with a small ve rtical Iii> flattened 
at the top. 

7. Two large pieces frum a pot of thin, hand-made ware- of 
good quality, These fragments must havC' belonged to the b()ttom 
of a large bucket-shaped put or t() a dish, fo r th C'y have practica llv 
no curvature. 

The few pieces of black bas(' f()und were all simple flat forms 
with no pedestal or umbilication. 

Of 94 pieces, other th an from base or rim, 49 hacl traces of cross
hatch pattern, but all were too sm:t.1I to be of any valuf' . 
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9. A piece of very coarse pot I cm. thick , made of whitish paste 
conta ining a few calcite fr;1gments . It is black on the innfr , and 
red un the outer sidr . The pot has bruken across a small boss about 
.7 cms. high. Tltere is no sign that the boss has been pierced to take 
a cord. 

10. A piece of hard black hand-made pottery, with a hole 
neatly bored through it from thf outside. 

II . A fragment of slightly everted rim from a crude hand-made 
pot of redd ish paste intermi xed wi th black granules . Just ' below 
thr rim on the outer side is an oblique stroke m <J.de when the clay 
was still wet. There is not enough of the pot present to say whether 
this is part uf a rough decoration carried right round . Rim form 
9 (Fig. 3) . 

12. A Jarg€' piece of base from a hea \'y hand-mad(' pot. It is 
perfectly flat , but the inner side of the sherd rises up slightly in the 
middle. Diameter of the base 12 cms. Th e paste is good, and 
contains little binding materia l. Form 10 (Fig. 3) . 

13. Fragmr nt of fla t base of a crude hand-made pot . The paste 
is black. and contains la rge fragments of calcite which have lost 
a ll hardness. The pot is crudely modr.llt'd , but well-fired and the 
contrast between the red exterior and thr Llac:k interior is very marked . 

14. A Jarge number of pieces of hop! ·iessl\ s m<l.~h E' d (rudC', hand
made , and well-fired pot, containing manv piece:; of calcite. Thr rilll 
is straight , thin , and slightl\' l'\wted. 

P OTlDI.Y FRui\! THE B RECr I.'\TI:n H E.\IUH IN THE E NTHAl\ r rc TO TH £ 

ALCU\'E , (Area 2), Srptember, 1928, see Prore.;it.ill ,!!,s for 1924. 
r 151. 

A number () f piecrs of pot, including a fe w fragmen ts of rim furm 
II were fou nd here. They seem t o belong to on€' pot hand-mad€' of 
a hard weU-fired paste, contailling sand . Thr rim is flatt ened with 
slight outwa rd ovnha ng and inward roll. T1Jis 111a\' be uf Iron Age 
" A" (Hallstatt) date. 

B UFF WARE. 

I . A piece of the rim of a thick wheel-made (?) pot of buff 
paste of good quality carefully smoothed inside and out, with a vertical 
and slightly everted rim. Rim form 12 (F ig. 3) . 

The pot was at least 25 cms. in diameter a t the mouth and carried 
an incised decoration on its upper slope. 

This decoration consisted of seven parallel, equally spaced, 
horizontal grooves, marked in the pot before firing . 

F I NAL RE PORT ON T HE EXCAVATI O,\ OF ~rl ': RU N ' S C.W E 

This solita ry piece, which has no other parallel in the caw, W ;,JS 

found among the charcoal and ash accumulated behind th( ~ l<J.rg(' 
boulder by the entrance to the lower chamuer, which has already 
been described, as screening a number of other objects which had 
obviously slipped down from the main chamber. The rim form and 
decoration are charac teristic of La TenE' II. 

2. A small fragment showing very little curvature, of a highly 
burnished buff ware markrd with a fi ve-t oothed comb. 

3. A piece of t he m uch rverted rim of a large pot. Rim form 
13 (Fig. 3). Th!' pot was wheel-madf' , and has an olive-buff burnished 
surface. It probahly beloJi gs to the R oman period . 

4. A piece of rim , furm 14 (Fig. 3) . Wheel-made, with a bur

nished surface. 

B LACK W ARE. 

Many fragments of hard black burn ished warp, with cross hatch 
decoration were found in thf. dist urbed materi al, but in no case was 
there sufficient t o make am ' restora tion possible', nor was any f" und 
actually in situ. All of this pottery may be referred to the l'< omano
British period , and it is all whed-made. 

I. A piece of black, well-fired , burnished wa rC' . Wdl-formed 

everted rim . Crus::;-ha tched decoration on the body of thE' pot. 

Rim form 15 (Fig. 3). 
2. A piece of hard black put with ever ted r im , prohabl v burnished , 

but much weathered. Ri m furm 16 (Fig. 3). 
3. A piece of thick black ware with bold , everted rim, unb ur

nished. R im form 17 (fig. 3). 
4. A fragment of J. bCJ.ded rim fro l1l an0tll('[ black pot, bur

nished. Rim form II:l (Fig. 3). 
5. A piece vi ri m frum a highlv burnished put with a sllla ll , 

nearly vertical lijJ. Him form 19 (Fig . 3). 
6. A piece of burnished pot with a small ve rtical lip flatt ened 

a t the top. 
7. Two large pieces from a pot of thin , hand-madp wa r(' of 

good quality. These fragments must have belonged to the bottom 
of a large bucket-shaped pot or to a dish , for they have p ractically 
no curvature. 

The few pieces of black base found were all simple fiat forms 
with no pedest al or umbilication. 

Of 94 pieces, other than from base or rim , 49 had traces of cross
hatch pattern, but all were too small t o be of an y va lue. 
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OTHER ROMAN POTTERY. 

A certain amount of pottery was found which clearly belonged 
to the Romano-British period, but none was found in the intact 
deposit save a piece of the flower-pot like vessel which was mixed 
with the talus behind the boulder at the entrance to the lower chamber 
(No. I below) . 

I . Side shards from two small flower-pot like vessels wheel-made, 
of hard red paste. The lip is quite straight in each case, but one 
of the pots has a rough decoration of parallel vertical burnished 
lines rising to within an inch of the rim. Rim form 22 (Fig. 3). 

Nearly the whole of the base of one of these pots was found, and 
it was perfectly flat. 

2. A quarter of the rim and some of the side of a bowl, with 
everted beaded rim made on the wheel, from a fine red paste. Rim 
form 21 (Fig. 3). The diameter at the mouth is 14 cms., and there 
is a slight decoration of two parallel horizontal lines traced on the 
upper slope of the bowl. 

3. A small fragment of pseudo-Sam ian ware which appears to 
have been part of the side of a bowl. Pieces of the decoration on 
two of the compartments of the design are present, but only one is 
recognisable as the hind leg and tail of some animal, possibly a lion. 
Three other inconsiderable pieces of pseudo-Sam ian were found 
including one small fragment of rim form 26 (Fig. 3). 

4. A piece of the side of a vessel of pseudo-Sam ian ware, with a 
rim of peculiar design, not unlike that of a mortarium, but the vessel 
seems to have been too slight for such a purpose. Rim form 25 
(Fig. 3). 

5. A piece of the handle of a vessel of hard red ware . It is 
roughly fluted . 

6. Pieces from two pots of coarse bluish-grey ware which seems 
to have been subj ected to considerable heat. Rim forms 23 and 
24 (Fig. 3). 

7. A few fragments of a thin greyish-blue ware. 

8. A piece of a bowl of red ware with a bluish exterior, orna
mented with three parallel horizontal blue lines. 

9. Pieces of coarse wheel-turned reddish ware with parallel 
horizontal markings. 

10. Two small fragm ents of black ware, ornamented with parallel 
comb markings . The paste is very fine, and this may be badly 
burnt Samian. 

FIN.\L REPORT UP; Ti-IE EXCAV ATlOX OF ~fERLIN' S CAVE 31 

GENEE<.AL CONSIDERAnONS. 
THE POTTERY. 

With a sing]!' E'xrpption, the coarse hand-made pottery found 
in this cavp can only be dated, if at all, with referPDce to rim forms. 
The exception is No.5, where a finger tip ornan1Pnt has been :l.pplied 
obliquely to the outer edge of the rim. This seems to be a typical 
feature of Hallstatt or Iron Age" A " pottery, or, less certainly, of 
the late Bronze Age. Examples of very similar ornament applieu to 
better fashionpd pots have been found by members of the Society 
on the Early Iron Age hill top settlement of Little Solsbury, near 
Hath, and also at several WIendip sites. 

TI1P occurrpnce of a single example of this stvlf' in the cave must 
not be made to bear too much, but the rorroborative evidenre sup
plied by thf' presence of sf've[al rim forms, notably Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 
6,8,9, and II, which brar a close resemblancr to rxamples attributed 
to the Early Iron Age" A " in the HamlJshire Fidd Club's recently 
published report on the excavation at St. Catlwrint·'s Hill, Winchester , 
p. 108, make this date probable for most of the rough pottery , although 
far to the west of the known region of Iron _\ge " _\ " culture, 

Against this it is worth rccollprting that there is a vpn gpnpral 

absence of base fragments [)flonging to the coarse pots which suggests 
that they may possiblv have bepn round-bottumed howls. Objerts 
have been found in th(' cave which may tentatively br ascribed to 
the Neolithic period, but there can be no siltisfadury proof in the 
absence of undisturbed stratigraphy, 

Thr evidrnce for Bronzr Age ocrupation is not in much better 
ca~e, There is defi.nite proof in tlw piecrs of braker, and the rurl
headrd lJin for some Bronzr :\gc occupation, but the coarsr. pottery 
cannot safely bp associated with it. Some of it mav belong to the 
Yriddle Bronze :\ge, but the evidence of th,' hom~ points operates in 
favour of an Iron Age date. 

The piece of buff pottery with rim form 12 is char;J.d('ristir. of 
La Tene II, and is similar to forms in Figs. 13 <1nd 14, on pages 114 
and 117, of the St. Catlwrine's Hill Report. This carri.,s the ocrupa
tion on to the black ware with burnished exterior, and cross hatch 
decoration, which may mostly be referred to the p,'riod of tht' Roman 
occupation, Forms 19 and 20 suggest a [Jeaded rim, ilnd mav bdong 
to the Early Iron Age, but their material and manufacture are very 
superior to that of the rough pottery alreadv desrribpd. 

Distinctively Roman pottery is not very heavilv represented, tut 
this mav be due to the liability of thoc'~ who h;~v" pillat-'"d the cwe 
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OTHE]{ ROMA:-i P OTTE RY. 

A certain amount of pottery was found which clearly belonged 
to the Romano-British period, but none was found in the intact 
deposit saY!' a piece of the flower-pot like vessel which was mixed 
with thl' talus behind the boulder a t the entrance to the lower chamber 
(No. I bdow). 

I. Side shards from two small flower-pot like vessels wheel-made, 
of hard red paste. The lip is quite straight in each case, but one 
of thr puts has a rough decoration of parallel vertica l burnished 
lines rising to within an inch of the rim. Rim form 22 (Fig. 3) . 

Nearlv the whole of the base of one of these pots was found, and 
it was perfpctly flat . 

2. A quarter of the rim and some of the side of a bowl, with 
('verted beaded rim made on the wheel, from a fine red paste. Rim 
form 21 (Fig. 3). The diameter at the mouth is 14 cms., and there 
is a slight decoration of two pa rallel horizonta l lines traced on the 
upprr slope uf the bowl. 

3. .\. small fragment of pseudo-Samian ware which appears to 
havr been part of the side of a bowl. Pieces of the decoration on 
two of thr compartments of the design are present , but only one is 
recognisable as the hind leg and tail of some animal, possibly a lion. 
Thrp(, othr[ inrnnsiderable p ieces of pseudo-Samian were found 
induding on(, small fragment of rim form 26 (Fig. 3) . 

4. c\ piece of the side of a vessel of pseudo-Samian ware, with a 
rim of prculiar design, not unlike that of a mortarium, but the vessel 
seems to have been too slight for such a purpose. Rim form 25 
(Fig. 3). 

5. ,\. pieci' of the handle of a vessel of hard red ware. It is 
roughly fluted. 

6. Piec('s from two pots of coarse bluish-grey ware which seems 
to have been subjected to considerable heat. Rim forms 23 and 
24 (Fig. 3). 

7. A frw fragments of a thin greyish-blue ware . 

8. A piece of a bowl of red ware with a bluish exterior, orna
mentrd with thrre parallel horizontal blue lines. 

9. Piecrs of coarse wheel-turned reddish ware with parallel 
horizontal markings. 

10. Two small fragments of black ware, ornamented with parallel 
comb markings. The paste is very fine, and this may be badly 
burnt Samian. 

FINAL HFFOIU ()l\ THE LXCA\·.\Tl(»)i ()j /llERUN':; CAVE 31 

GENEEAL CONSIDERATIONS. 
THE POTTERY. 

'vVi th a singlr exception, the coarsr hand-made pottery found 
in this cav(' can only be dated, if at all, with reference to rim fonns. 
Thr exception is No.5, where a finger tip ornam(·nt has been applied 
obliquely to thr out<'r edge of the rim. This serms to be a typical 
feature of Hallstatt ur Iron Age" A " pottery, or, less cerbinl\", of 
the late Bronze Age. Examples of very similar ornament applied to 
better fashioned pots havr bern found by members of the Socirt\· 
on the Early Iron Age hill top settlement of Littk Solsbury, near 
Bath, and also at several Mendip sites . 

The occurrence of a single example of this style in the cave must 
not be made to bear too much, but the corroborative rvidence sup
plied by thr presence of several rim forms, notably Nos. I, 2, 3, 4, 
6, 8, 9, and 11, which brar a close resembbnce to examples attributed 
to the Early Iron Age" A " in the Hampshire F ield Club's recentl\' 
published report on the excavation at St. Catherine 's Hill, Winchester, 
p. 108, make this date probable for most of the rough potten, although 
far to the west of the known region of Iron c\ge " c\. " rulture. 

Against this it is worth rerolkrting that there is a very b('I1{'ral 

absence of base fragments belonging to the coarse po ts which suggests 
that they may possibly have been round-bottomed bowls. Obj ects 
have been found in the cave which may tenta tively be ascribed to 
the Neolithic period, but there can be no satisfactory proof in the 
absence of undisturbed stratigraphy. 

Th{' evidence for Bronzr Age occupation is not in much better 
case. There is definitr proof in the pieces of beaker, and the curl
headed pin for some Bronze Age uccupation , but the coarse pottery 
cannot safely be associated with it. Some of it may belong to the 
Middlr Bronze Age, but the evidence of the bone points operates in 
favour of an Iron Age date. 

The piece of buff pottery with rim form 12 is chararteristic of 
La Tene II, and is similar to forms in Figs. 13 and 14, on pages 1 14
and 117, of the St. Catherine's Hill Report. This carries the occupa
tion on to the black ware with burnished exterior, and cross hatch 
d{'curation, which may mostly be referred to the period of the R oman 
occupation. Forms 19 and 20 suggest a beaded rim, and may belong 
to the Early Iron Age, but their material and manufacture are verv 
superior to that of the rough pottery already described. 

Distinctively Eoman pottery is not very heavily represented , but 
this may be due to the liability of th ose who h Ctve pillaged the cave 
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in the past to take away this obvious ware in preference to the more 
friable older material. 

Any <,vidence which might be afforded by the quantity of the 
different forms of pottery found in the cave as far as it might throw 
light on the relative kngths of the different occupations is here quitf' 
useless, for it is praclically certain that the pottery is not hf're in its 
original quantita tive proportions. 

GE~ER.\L CONCLUSIONS. 

The cave has produced no evidence of occupation by Pal<eulithic 
man other than a few human bones, but from the cluse uf th<' ?'-leolitbic 
period to the later days of the Roman occupation it has been a plac,· 
of occasional H'sort by poor folk . 

The bont' celtiform implements, the split points, and possibly 
some of the pottery may llint at a )leolithic occupation, but no stone 
implements saVE' a few fragmC'nts of flint which may belong to any 
age have been foulld tv suppurt th"ir testimony. 

Typical ].!roducts vf thE' BronzC' Age are present in the beaker ware. 
the curl-headed ].!in , and ].!r0uably svme of the rough pottery, but 
the total ~mount of this material is very small. The razor is a Bronze 
Age form , but may e'lually wt'll have been in use in Hallstatt times. 

Occupation becomes much denser in the Iron Age and Romano
British periods , though here again all the relics are poor. 

One of the most salient points which emerges from a considera
tion of all the finds taken together is the absence of objects indicating 
a settled occupation. In caves like Woo key Hole, it was possible to 
make a fairly complete reconstruction of the life of an Iron Age family , 
but at Merlin's Cave all the normal necessities of settled life like 
querns and textile-making implements arc absent. The absence of 
querns is not surprising, since the occupants of the cave are not 
likely to have practised agriculture in any age. They seem to have 
been poor folk leading a hard existence, and many may have been 
refugees. 

This is the driest cave that the Society has ever encountered , 
and has evidently been so for a long time. It is fairly inaccessible, 
but unless there were large trees growing on the slopes below, or 
masses of ivy obscuring the entrance, its existence would be clear to 
passers-by on the river below. This would be no advantage to refugees, 
but probably they were the most frequent occupants. 

Many of the most valuablC' results of this excavation lie outsirle 
the region of arch<eology. 
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in the past to take away this obvious ware in preference to the more 
fr iable older material. • 

Any evidence which might be afforded by the quantity of the 
different forms of pottery found in the cave as far as it might throw 
light on the relative lengths of the different occupations is here quite 
useless, for it is practically cC'rtain th:1.t the pottery is not here in its 
original quantitative pruportions . 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

The cave has produced no evidence of occupa tion by Palceolithic 
man other than a few human bones, but from the close of the Neolithic 
period to the later days of the Roman occupation it has been a place 
of uccasional rrsort by poor folk . 

The bone celtiform implements, the split points, and possibly 
some of the pottery may hint at a Neolithic occupation , but no stone 
impkments save a few fragments of flint which may belong to any 
age have been found to support their testimony. 

Ty pical products of the Bronze Age are present in the beaker ware, 
the curl-headed pin , and probably some of the rough pottery , but 
the total amount of this material is very small . The razor is a Bronze 
,\ge form , but may equally well have been in use in Hallstatt times. 

Occupation becomes much denser in the Iron Age and Romano
British periods, though here again all the relics are poor. 

One of the most salient points which emerges from a considera
tion of all the finds taken together is the absence of objects indicating 
a settled occupation. In caves like \"'ookey Hole, it was possible to 
make' a fairly complete reconstruction of the life of an Iron Age family, 
but at 'Merlin's Cave a ll the normal necessities of settled life like 
CJuerns and tex tile-making implements are absent . The absence of 
querns is not surprising, since the occupan ts of the cave are n0t 
likelv to have practised agriculture in any age. They seem to have 
be<.:n poor folk leading a hard existence, and many may have been 
refug<.:es. 

This is the driest cave that the Society has ever encountered , 
:1.nd ha::; evidently been so for a long time. It is fairly inaccessible, 
but unless there were large trees growing on the slopes below, or 
masses of ivy obscuring the entrance, its existence would be clear to 
passers-by on the river below. This would be no advantage to refugees, 
but probably they were the most frequent occupants. 

Many of the most valuable results of this excavation lie outsirle 
the region of archceology . 
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The Pleistocene microtine fauna has proved unusually rich and 
interesting, while the avian remains have also thrown further light 
on the distrihution of a game bird like the ptarmigC1n in the late 
Pleistocene, and have also given rise to more than a suspiciun of the 
former existence of a smaller variety of that bird . 

The charcual specimens found so freely , and in such goucl condition 
have also afforded some evidence for the composition of the prehistoric 
Forest of Dean. 

The excavLLtion of this cave has been an extreme example of the 
difficulties which investigators sometimes have to face in this Western 
region, where the search for minerals not long since, was so ardent 
and, scientifically, so destructive. 


